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' What has Just been said by the representative of Czechoslovakia 

(document J./CN. 4 /Sub .l/16) (Interpretation from Spanish) is completely 

included in the work that baa been assigned to this Sub-Commission. The 

Resolution of the COIIIDlission on Bt.an ;aights, which ls set forth in 

docUDlent E/CN.4/Sub.l/ll, on ~e 2 reads: 

"The nuclear Commission further rec011111ended that 'the function of the 

Sub-CODIIlieaion, in the first instance, be to examine w:hat rights, •obligations, . 
and practices should be included in the concept of freedom of information .•• '" 

Tbat means that is the work we l;Jave to do 4ere - that is to say, determine . 
which are the rights, obl1gat1ona, and ptoactices which must be included in 

the idea of ""freedan of the press. " 

On paee 3 ot the same d!)cument 1 the Secretacy-General, when he 11ste4 

the names of the representatives, in accordance with the wish of the 

~iss ion on Human Rights, .repee,ted the same thoueht 1n paragraph (a): "'n' 
. I 

the first 'instance, to examine what rights, oblisations, and practices ahoul4 

· 'be · ~lld.ed in the concept of ~em of 1Dformat1on, 8.IId to ·report to tMt 

~~aion on Human R;l.ghts on em,v issues tl:lat :II'IQ' arise tl'CIJl such e:r.-.ttCJl~~ 

!Jaa't.. Jl8fUl8 that is exactly the work we have-to clo, and it ws.s stated by the 

:repreaentative of Czechoslovakia, We must do nothinS but establish a unifOl'll 

prtnciple onoe and for all as to . what ia .•ant b;y "freedom of information"; 

that is to say 1 what are the limits of tbat f,reedom. 
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That is why, although generally in agreement with what has just been 

stated by the representative of Czechoslovaltia, I am not in agreement vTi th 

the way in which he divides the work of this Sub-Commission - that is to say, 

first, that a declaration of principles should be made; secondly, the 

obligations which are involved; and thirdly, ·the rights. I think it should 

be done purely on a basis of determining the restrictions of that liberty. 

Anything that is not included in that limitation constitutes the carrying 

out of the rights. I think the simplest and easiest way of doing that - and 

I do not say we will be able to do it - is to try to bring about a uniformity 
' . # . . 

which, if it were the desideratum, would be the universal law governing this 

problem. 

Amongst the documents handed out to us, there are extracts from a npmber 

of the lavrs of different countries. lve see, for example, how in general, 

although all profess the existence of freedom of the press and freedom of 

expression, all have more or lees limited it. Some laws have limited that 

freedom; others have generalized it. For example, let Us pick out a few at 

random. In document E/CN. 4/Subol/101 an excerpt of Article 23 of (the 

Constitution of) Afghanistan reads ae( follovTs: "Publications and newspapers 

of Afghanistan, such as are not against religion, are under no rest~ictiona 

save as provided by the ~;~pecial law relating to them. •. o" The-se mean to say 

that in Afghanistan we already have a limitation on religions. In Article 32 

of the ·Argentine Constitution, (and Article 14 as well), Article 32 reads -

as follo,,s: "The federal Congress shall not enact laws that restrict the 

liberty of the press or that establish federal jurisdiction over it." Here 

in this law it is perfectly stated there is a total freedom of information, 

without any limits, which must 1 of course 1 be included in the Penal Code as 
• 

well. 

In 'Belgium, Article 18 of the Belgian Constitution states': "The press 

is free •••• II At the end of that Articls , hmrever, it says: "In case the 

writer is lqtmm and is a resident of Belgium, the publisher 1 printer or 

/distributor 
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distributor cannot be pr~secuted." That means, if the writer ~e. a foreigner 

or does not reside in Belgium, _the :proeecution will then be carried out 

against the publisher, the printer, or the distributor. 

~~ Brazil, Article 141, parag1~Ph 51 reads: uJ!_r., Th tt .,. • • • e publication of 

books and periodicals shall n~t be dependent upon license from the public 

power. However, propaganda for war, or violent processes to subvert the 

political and social order, or prejudices of race or of class shall not be 
' . . 

tolerated," 

Undoubtedly 1 when the la':T i_s pre~ed, especially when the constitution 

-of a country -is dr_a':m up, it is dons With the beet int-3ntion in the world. 
' . . .• 

But when "toTe are faced with a conet1 tution that talks of the freedom of the 

press and ~t the same time ino~ee a restriction that might be used by 
" ~ ; '" 

a~llody 1 if h~ . so wished, with evil intent, as in this case- "or violent 

processes to subvert the political and social order" - the matter is 

dangerously elastic. 

The same situation exists in Colombia. Article 42 6 paragraph 1, states: 

'~he press shall be free in times of peace; but responsible, in accordance 

with the law, when it may attack personal honour, the social order, or public 

tranquil! ty. " 

In general, all the laws and all the constitutions of countries 

establish - and i.t cannot be any other way at all - freedom of the press as 

a fact; but all the constitutions, in accordance with their own laws, outline 

certain limits, certain differences. The difference is not in the way in 

lThic~1 freedAm is interpreted, but rather in the way of interp-..~eting ·che 

· leng~·:t. and scope to which that liberty may be pern:i tted~ and the restrictions 

to 'J3 :"':'~?:'3ed on that freedom. 

~·: .. -3'":'Gfore _. if we manage to arrive at an exa:•:t 'l.iuJ. t,:;_·~ion cf that liberty, 

nat-c;·L'''::· .. ~y • •·r-.rltu.n:J.::;r "J :~ re.pertt- we mr;r;·t~ :::t::'i"'~.:r .-, :1t a r ·II"ii't~~.Tc.'::. •lefjr._:ttir:.m 

of '?t.n 't "fl~eE"lu::-a .j:f tlle :::11'':-J~IG" ll!t)!';J::3,) :r do nnt t,;--:bic: "TJT:) w:~l:t en.•J.Ya l'l~ that 

end by ··.n!:i!cL .tg t:!:pe:e,~h~"s. It ha,'3 been stat(;) C. t~1l.a m:.·.rni··"t--h and :r 3J:lf~'Hf,i this 

/af'ter.·noon 
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afternoon by the representative of Czechoslovakia that those words are ,very 

. nice words and declarations of very "highfalutin" laneuage, but they have 
.. _ 

no other val •1e. 

I think that if we want to do anything practical about this, we must 

try to C't'eate uniformity on the legal an:J. juridical meaning of the term 

"freedom of information and of the press." It would be hUllldr.ly impossible 

not only for us, but for the collective a.cceptation of our points of view · 

and the fruit of our labours, to arrive .:...~ that universal law. That is why 

I insist that, by travelling on the inverse road, it might be possible for 

us to arrive at a uniformity of ideas only on the restrictive pointe of 

that liberty which we are discuaei·ng, and that thereby we mus~ automatically 

arrive at a unive~sal concept of what "freedom of the press" means. Thus 

we can acceut, as hue been stated in the proposal of the United States and 

as has been mentioned by the rspresentative of Canada, the fact thP.t there are 

differences a.'uong countries who attac~ the concept of freedom of expression, 

eitber dir~ctly or surr13ptitiously. 
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